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BRILLIANCE AUDIO, United States, 2016. CD-Audio. Book Condition: New. abridged edition. 140 x 124
mm. Language: English . Brand New. Forensic sculptor Eve Duncan knows what it s like to be
haunted by the past. For years after her daughter, Bonnie, was stolen from her, she fought for
closure. When her mother, Sandra, asks Eve to find a missing friend named Beth Avery, she wants
to help but is sure that Sandra is hiding something. The fact that she adamantly refuses to go to the
police reinforces Eve s suspicions that something is very wrong. Eve learns that Beth has been
locked away in a mental hospital for years, which makes it even harder to understand how she
could have disappeared. As Sandra reluctantly reveals small pieces of the truth about Beth s
identity, Eve is shocked to discover that their lives are strangely entwined, and Beth s disappearance
now puts them all in grave danger. Desperate, Eve enlists a secret weapon to pick up Beth s trail:
rogue profiler Kendra Michaels. With an uncanny ability to detect clues and solve puzzles, Kendra
begins to uncover the bizarre circumstances of Beth s escape from what should have been the
safety...
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Reviews
This pdf is wonderful. It is definitely simplified but excitement from the 50 percent in the ebook. You wont sense monotony at at any time of your time
(that's what catalogues are for relating to should you request me).
-- Ja queline K er luke
I just started looking at this pdf. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. Its been printed in an extremely basic way and is particularly only
following i finished reading through this publication where in fact altered me, change the way i really believe.
-- Mr . Stepha n McK enz ie
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